
ONLINE MODERATION GUIDE

A general explainer guide for online

moderation in Australian digital settings



Wherever people gather in digital settings there is the possibility of risks and harms.

Online moderation is the work of reducing those harms and managing those risks,

while preserving an optimal experience for users or participants.

The work of online moderation is increasingly important in creating safe and

productive environments and experiences for internet users globally, including

Australia. Yet there remains a lack of visibility and understanding about what online

moderation entails, what constitutes best practice concerning online moderation,

and how both operate in a localised context.

What is moderation?

Who moderates?

Types of moderation

Types of tasks performed during moderation

Ways to frame moderation

Compliance with regulatory and legal responsibilities

Characteristics of best practice moderation

OVERVIEW 
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Many understand the work of moderation as a task undertaken by social media

platforms. In fact there is a global network of professional online community

managers and moderators who have established reliable best practices across

decades of experience shaping and facilitating safe digital experiences.

ACM is proud to be a part of that global network. This guide draws on the

collected expertise of our membership - the people moderating online

communities, social media audiences and other digital settings, everyday..

This guide aims to bridge this gap in understanding and offers an overview of the following:



Moderation is the review and management of online content against a set of norms or standards. These

standards can be organic (i.e. social norms) or formally expressed by a platform, host or facilitating

organisation. 

The role of moderation is to reduce risk and optimise shared experience. Moderation helps improve

quality of interactions and the social or communal health within a group. It applies to all content: posts,

replies, comments, images, videos, livestreams, gifs, emojis - anything that may be shared into a digital

environment.

Moderation in community management is a key component of holistic engagement. In addition to

guarding against legal risk, moderation is used to demonstrate and incentivise desired behaviours, balance

voice and influence, and steer interaction toward shared goals.

Intentional communities can grow to largely self-moderate over time with the support of community

management, however it’s important to retain professional oversight around the legal and regulatory risks

of digital interaction (e.g. defamation and hate speech).

Audiences without peer-to-peer relationships or a shared group identity are less likely to self-moderate

and usually require greater oversight to model healthy interaction, guard against harm and monitor legal

risks.

WHAT IS MODERATION?
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Social media platform operators (note: this is typically performed by outsourced contractors)

Community platform operators (often performed as a service extension of platform licensing or

purchase)

Organisational representatives who have administrative access and privileges (e.g. media

professionals, marketing professionals, customer service agents, product managers)

Online community members and users

Automated machine tools (such as keyword filters programmable by humans)

Moderation is used for both online communities and online audiences, across social media platforms,

news and media sites, dedicated online community platforms and any digital space hosting user

generated content or interaction between users. Approaches and techniques applied will vary based on

the context of the setting, the risk profile of organisation and participants, and the technical functionality

of the platforms being used.

Moderation is primarily conducted by professional community managers and moderators, but can also be

performed by:

WHO MODERATES?
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There are three main types of moderation used across digital settings in Australia. 

TYPES OF MODERATION
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Due to legal precedents in Australia concerning liability of user generated content online, pre-moderation

can prove a high risk approach. If content is pre-approved then later found to be at fault, it is harder to

argue that content was not endorsed by the administrator, community or host organisation.

Pre-moderation

Content is held for review before being made live and accessible by other users. It is reviewed (by a

person, a technology, or combination of both) against guidance or policies and a determination is made

whether it should pass through to publication. 

Live content is brought to the attention of the moderator via flags or some other reporting facility (e.g.

email or user tagging). The moderator reviews that content against guidance or policies and determines

whether to remove or take further action (such as a warning or account termination).  

Reactive moderation

Post-moderation

Moderators examine content within the community and identify content that may contravene

guidance or policies. They then determine any action necessary (such as warning, hiding, deleting or

banning).  

Which type is best?

Additionally, pre-moderation slows conversational flow and can negatively impact the formation of trust,

reciprocity and other community building behaviours.

The most common approach in Australian digital settings is a hybrid of post-moderation and reactive

moderation - reviewing online content on a systematic basis and responding to issues noticed or reported.

This combination offers a practical balance between risk management and free-flowing engagement.
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Assessing issues and incidents against documented policies

Assessing risk or threat level against documented policies

Assessing context and user history in relation to problematic content or behaviour

Escalating issues to other stakeholders (such as a legal team or upper management)

Deleting or hiding content

Conflict management between users

Issuing warnings or implementing temporary restrictions to users

Banning or terminating users

Posting publicly to users about moderation actions 

Communicating privately with users about moderation actions

Public reinforcement of guidelines and protocols

Record keeping and archiving (e.g. screen grabbing content, shift notes)

Reporting and insights around risk, incidents and actions (e.g. volume of reported content)

Amending or updating policies or processes if required

The practice of moderation involves numerous smaller tasks and scenarios. The following is a list of

common types of tasks performed during moderation:

MODERATION TASKS
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WAYS TO FRAME MODERATION
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Proactive

Reactive

Regulatory

Cultural 

Moderating proactively and pre-emptively to head off risk or issue in advance. Examples include a private

check-in or caution to a user who seems to be growing antagonistic, and the proactive rewarding of a user

helping another person.

Intervening to assess and take action in response to content or behaviour that's been flagged or identified

by participants or another stakeholder.

Moderating to keep the community, group, audience and host organisation compliant with legal and

regulatory requirements for online content and behaviour (such as hate speech, privacy breaches, or

harassment).  

Moderating to enshrine and protect a tone and style of interaction important to the culture of that

community or group (i.e. something may be legally allowable but doesn’t align with community norms).
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Spam 

Private information 

Defamation 

Unlawful content (hate speech, graphic content) 

Harassment and stalking 

Threats of harm (to self and others) 

Grooming

Copyright and IP 

Misleading content/conduct 

Industry specific regulations (e.g. health and medical)  

In Australia there are laws and regulations designed to guard against harms online in the following areas: 

These each apply across social media sites, online community platforms and digital settings where user

generated content appears (e.g. review websites). Moderators must be aware of these and create policies

and processes that strive for compliance, prioritised in the context of their community setting.

COMPLIANCE
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Compliant with legal and regulatory requirements 

Consistently and equitably implemented 

Supports a psychologically safe environment 

Drives constructive social norms

Reflects the values and priorities of the community 

Reflects the values and priorities of the organisation/brand

Contextual in relation to participant identities and needs

Protects diversity of voice and perspective

Promotes shared accountability of content and behaviour

Is transparent and documented

Considers the needs of the community, group or audience as a whole 

Is non-coercive or abusive in administrative power

All online communities and digital settings where user generated content or interaction occurs need have

clearly signposted guidelines and ongoing moderation that enforces these. Internal policies that prioritise

key risks and escalation workflows are a best practice baseline.  

Moderation styles, policies and processes will vary, but best practice moderation will generally have the

following characteristics: 

WHAT IS BEST PRACTICE MODERATION?
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The insights in this guide are not a substitute for legal advice or

professional assessment of your moderation needs.

ACM offers training in moderation and risk management,

defamation for online community managers, and other key topics to

complement this guide.


